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Military decision makers are often confronted with logistic challenges of how to get the
right equipment at the right time in the right place. At the forefront of this challenge is
the purchase of new or used cost-effective equipment. What is the right equipment that
in the end will have the right effect in the area of operations?
CHALLENGE
How to translate the operational needs into realistic specifications of cost-effective products that can be delivered on time?
ROLES WITHIN JPAT

JPAT is a combination of your team and our specialist consultants. We help, you will decide.
Our role is to coach, support and guide you to the right end state.


It is your JPAT process, we are the moderator.



You are supported in drafting a procurement plan for one or more products.



You will benefit from our operational expertise and experience varying from unit and
ship level up to division, squadron or fleet.



You will benefit from our intimate knowledge of the international defence industry.



You will benefit from our in-depth knowledge and expertise in peace keeping and peace enforcing operations.

RESULT
The result is a crystal clear procurement plan, for one or more products and/or services,
that is tailored to your operational requirements, available budget and timeline. With requirements and specifications that are recognizable and understandable by any supplier or
manufacturer.
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The MSS Defence JPAT Specialists

COMBINED ARMS & UN OPERATIONS


Major General (ret) Patrick Cammaert - former Force Commander, Military Advisor
DPKO and GOC Eastern Division MONUC

LAND & AMPHIBIOUS


Major (res) Ronald Waasdorp - assault & combat engineering, mountain & arctic
warfare, amphibious warfare, peace support operations



Major (res) Derk Wisman - mechanized operations, mountain & arctic warfare,
amphibious warfare, peace support operations



Captain (ret) Frank Hellendoorn - special forces, anti-terrorism, boarding operations

MARITIME & COAST GUARD


Brigadier General (ret) Dick Swijgman - former Deputy Force Commander Anti-piracy
and Counter Illicit Trafficking Operations in the Caribbean and Africa



Lieutenant Commander (res) Ronald Weijert Holm - navigation & communication, anti submarine warfare, anti-air warfare, anti-surface warfare

AIR & SPACE


Lieutenant Commander (res) Jeroen Engelkes - navy pilot, long range reconnaissance



Marc van Lokven - aircraft maintenance and spare parts

CYBER


Willem van der Ven - SIGINT/COMINT/HUMINT specialist
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JPAT Deliverables

You can receive JPAT assistance for the preparation and completion of a procurement plan,
consisting of one or a combination of the following documents:


Operational Requirement (OR)



Request for Qualification (RFQ)



Pre-Qualification Questionnaire (PQQ)



Request for Information (RFI)



Request for Proposal (RFP)



Request for Quotation (RFQ)

You can further benefit from JPAT consultancy for assisting you with:


Project management



Specification development



Value analysis



Supplier market research



Contract negotiation and administration



Acceptance testing (FAT, HAT and SAT)

Any JPAT assignment can be tailored to customers’ requirement

HOW TO GET JPAT ASSISTANCE
Do you need JPAT assistance? Just send a short e-mail to
jpat@mssdefence.com
and we make sure that one of our specialists will contact you soonest.
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